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Quickly obtain actionable
intelligence when hurricanes 
threaten your business

SkyGuard® AssetReport will change the way both you and your organization react to hurricanes before, during, 

and after the storm. Gain insights regarding storm impacts on a location-by-location basis so you can prepare 

accordingly.

BENEFITS

Gain competitive advantage. How will your company benefit from 

knowing the exact impact and timing of dangerous weather at each 

of your locations?

 ■ Modify staffing levels to keep employees safe

 ■ Prepare equipment to reduce shutdown time

 ■ Pre-position claims adjusters or other resources

 ■ Determine where to focus site preparations

 ■ Re-route or speed up shipments

 ■ Prepare to meet local supply and demand needs

 ■ Anticipate and better manage retail foot traffic

WHAT IS ASSETREPORT?

AssetReport provides the most powerful weather insights 

associated with your specific risk exposure at one or multiple asset 

locations. Skip the time-consuming task of interpreting maps and 

data to determine which locations will be affected. Use AssetReport 

to better understand weather events and make informed decisions 

regarding expected impact throughout your entire footprint.

Actionable intelligence, including rainfall amounts, 

storm surge, maximum wind gusts and more 

is distributed by email for easy organizational 

dissemination

Monitor sites and assets on a per-location basis, 

including key customer locations, suppliers or 

anywhere that matters to your organization

Easy-to-read reports consist of start and stop 

times for tropical storm and hurricane-force winds, 

custom weather criteria for your asset locations, and 

business-focused discussions, including economic 

impact, all created by expert meteorologists

Quickly reference custom data you can upload 

in relation to weather impacts including asset 

locations, employee and store phone numbers, 

building type, generator power availability, and any 

other key information you wish to display to help 

with planning and executing your response

Export the table to Excel or import into your 

own analytics software to achieve deeper, more 

comprehensive analysis


